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_____. 1874. Shakespeare's pastoral names. The Academy 5, 37.


Hanifin, J.J.F. See Ashley, L.R.N.


_____. 1949. Shakespeare's word-play on 'tombe.' Modern Language Notes 64, 235-41.
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Main, W.W. 1951. Shakespeare's 'fear no more the heat o' th' sun' (Cym IV.i). Explicator 9, 36.


'Modernizing' Shakespeare's names. 1986. The Shakespeare Newsletter, 36/1 (Spring), 9 and 17. A brief note on 'spelling' of names by students.


Nares, R. 1822. A Glossary: or, Collection of Words, Phrases, Names ... London: Triphook. See later editions with slightly varying titles. See also reprint (Detroit: Gale, 1966).
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Phillipps, J.O. Halliwell. See Halliwell-Phillipps, J.O.


______. 1984. The linguistic confrontation of 'Macbeth' and 'Macduff.' *Names* 32, 102-3.


Scragg, L. 1985. The Shakespearian 'Antonio.' *English Language Notes* 23 (September), 8-19.
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Strachan, L.R.M. 1934. The spelling 'Anthony.' Notes and Queries 167, 85-86.

Sweet, A. Lecercle-. See Lecercle-Sweet, A.


Weingarten, S. 1966. The name of King in Richard II. College English 27, 536-41.


Williams, G.W. 1976. The text of 2 Henry IV. Shakespeare Studies 9, 173-82. See also 1979, Shakespeare Quarterly 30, 82-84.


Winser, L. 1975. His Madness the King. American Notes and Queries 14, 5-7. On the implication that 'Majesty' is a pun on 'Ma(d)jesty' in Hamlet.
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